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In the fast-paced world of electronics retail, staying ahead of the curve means delivering innovative 

products and exceptional customer experiences. It also involves offering value-added services such as 

insurance and extended warranty.

Drivers for growth in insurance and extended warranty

• High replacement cost of various parts drives the growth of the gadget insurance market.

• Increase in incidents of accidental damage, phone thefts, virus infection, and device malfunction are 

some significant factors. Additionally, the surge in the adoption of high-quality smartphones                    

accelerates the growth of the gadget insurance market.

• Increased sales of mobile devices and wearables have greatly supported the retail sector, increasing the 

market size of insurance for electronics retailers.

• The increasing availability of complex and expensive gadgets has led to a growing awareness of 

insurance for these devices.

The rapidly growing retail insurance market is contributing to a significant increase in revenue for retailers 

from selling insurance offerings. Retailers are investing in a scalable and personalized solution to cater to 

the increasing demand for insurance products and capture market share. This solution can easily integrate 

with their existing infrastructure. 

Ease of onboarding 
new products

The insurance solution must be flexible to allow easy 
onboarding of products, given the diversity, versions, and 
models available in the business.

Retailer’s insurance service requirements

Drive meaningful, 
personalized models

No two customers are the same. Thus, based on their 
purchase history and demographics, the solution must be able 
to provide personalized offerings.

Enhanced customer 
experience

A self-serve platform and optimized communication can 
achieve retention and renewal optimization.

Multi-channel offerings
Sales for most retailers happen through multiple channels 
(online, stores, mobiles, telesales, etc.). The solution must be 
able to provide support across sales channels.

Compliant systems
The governing authorities of each region regulate insurance, 
so the solution must comply with their regulations.

Insurance service requirements for retailers



Critical challenges faced by retailers with 
legacy retail insurance infrastructure
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Challenges of legacy retail insurance systems 

Organizations today do not lack retail insurance solutions. However, siloed systems result in a disjoint 

experience for the end customer and significant manual intervention throughout the sales process.

• Absence of Self serve
support for end customers

• No support for
supplemental channels

• No OOB API Support for
downstream systems

• Complexity in connecting
to underlying CRM
systems

support for end customers

Customer
Experience

Time to
Market

Ease of 
use

Complexity in connecting

Scalable
• Absence of drag and drop features

for configuring customer journey

• Limitations related to branding
journeys that demand technical
expertise

• High time to market due to absence
of an industry specific solution

• Inability to onboard new insurance
products in short scale of time

LTIMindtree’s InsuRetail solution
LTIMindtree's integrated InsuRetail solution brings together our industry expertise. It leverages our deep 

experience in cloud technologies to deliver a frictionless and personalized customer journey using the power 

of Salesforce. The solution focuses on solving the critical challenges of retailers and provides an                       

easy-to-configure solution that administrators can manage in the long run.
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InsuRetail is a solution that supplements commerce systems. It provides a scalable solution to create and 

manage insurance policies and extended warranties for retail customers. InsuRetail allows both sales and 

post-sales journey to increase customer’s chances to purchase insurance substantially. The solution is scalable 

and built on Salesforce using Omniscripts and can be expanded to cover claims and fulfillment needs.

Key enablers of InsuRetail solution

• Customer eligibility-
based display of
insurance or
warranty plans

• Customer-specific
alerts and insights
to store sales
representators for
customer targeting

AI-driven customer
targeting

Insurance and
extended warranty
administration

Plans, pricing and
promotions

Insurance sales,
policy generation,
and orders

Financial reconciliation
and reporting

Policy and
promotional comms

• Admin panel to manage
plans and policies

• Creating and managing
price bands for
Insurance and extended
warranty

• Manage and maintain
rules for insurance
eligibility, claims
assessment, and
fulfillment options

• Single source of truth for
all insurance and
extended warranty
propositions

• Consistent and uniform
pricing definitions across
channels

• Flexibility to define both
channel-agnostic
promotions as well as
channel-specific
promotions

• Real-time visibility across
online and stores

• Unified insurance selling
journey across channels

• Insurance eligibility check

• Rules based on insurance plan
recommendation

• Capture details for recurring
insurance premium payments

• Fraud checks, high-risk
databases, and sanction list
checks

• Policy generation and
document display

• Centralized order management
across channels

• Configurable revenue
recognition model for
one-off and recurring
premiums and excess

• Generation of financial
reports like a bordereau

• Centralized
communication templates
for policy documents and
billing information

• Centralized promotions
communication

Building blocks of the InsuRetail solution

Claim
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Master
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Payment
Management

Pricing & 
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Management

Sales Order
Management

Underwriting

UW Acceptance
Rule Engine

Underwriter
Reports

Underwriter
setup

Plan & Policy Management

Plan/Policy
Administration

Plan/Policy 
Payment

Administration

Renewals

Customer Self Serve

Access to
Documentation

Manage 
policies

Post-sale
attach

Communications Management

Comms TriggersComms Templates

Analytics & Reporting

Underwriter
Reports
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Reports

Sales 
Reports
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InsuRetail is a comprehensive solution that allows retailers to 
efficiently manage selling insurance with:

• Improved customer reach – InsuRetail uses AI to target customers better and supports sales representa-

tives efficiently to upsell products. It also has a smart rule-based engine that identifies eligible online 

customers and promotes product insurance or warranty sales.

• Policy administration – It empowers retailers to configure propositions and modify their benefits and 

coverages. They can also add or remove coverages or the proposition altogether. Additionally, retailers 

can control plan parameters like duration, price bands, premium costs, tax, excess costs, and more.

• Manage underwriter acceptance – Once an insurance sale is made, an automated engine determines 

if the plan sold is accepted by the underwriter. This evaluation is configured based on predefined rules 

laid down by each underwriter.

• Manage customer communication – The solution enables retailers to send out auto-triggered policy 

and promotion-related communication. The communication is sent using predefined templates, and the 

system is mindful of the customer's communication preferences.

• Guided selling – The solution enables retailers to provide a unified buying experience to customers 

across all channels through consistent screen flows and recommended engines.

• Reporting – Retailers can run reports in Salesforce on various key metrics like revenue from insurance or 

warranty sales, expired policies to trigger reminder comms, revenue splits, tax, and more.  

Benefits of InsuRetail

Easy administrator controls todynamically change theinsurance guidance
and quickly onboard newer products

Ready-to-implement packaged solutions catering to the needs of the retail
sector, ensuring the quickest time to market

Business configurable pricing provides the ability to change, test, amend, and
optimize renewal pricing without significant IT support

Leveraging customer data to enhance value by analyzing 
behavioral patterns

Minimal effort to support multiple channelsand personas

Hyper-personalized customer experiences

The solution is built in such a way that it can be scaled to support multi-
country, multilingual, and multi-channel needs

Compliant platform to support the needs of regulatory bodies

Ease of Product Onboarding Scalable

Harness the True Customer 360Channel Agnostic

Configuration at the CoreCustomer Experience

Time to Market Compliant
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Benefits of InsuRetail



To learn more about how LTIMindtree’s InsuRetail solution can help your business get to the 

future, faster, please contact us at info@ltimindtree.com. 

Interested?
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